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Historic "Open Day" in Spain 
 
MYCSA MULDER Y CO, one of our strongest distributors, has been on the market with ARJES twin-shaft 
shredders since 2012. This year, the Spanish flagship company for consulting, sales and trading of recycling, 
construction and forestry machines celebrated its 45th anniversary. Reason enough to appropriately honor this 
historic event and to invite all suppliers, partner companies and customers. ARJES was represented by our sales 
and marketing employees, Ralf Tüngerthal and Michaela Müller who experienced three exciting days with our 
Spanish colleagues. 
 
The first two days were mainly used for a general tour of the company, personal consultations and internal 
training purposes. The new and thoroughly impressive office building with its many green accents conveyed a 
welcoming atmosphere for our employees right from the start. For almost two years now, it has served as the 
headquarter of our Spanish partners and, in addition to the combined production and administration areas, also 
has various meeting and training rooms as well as its own small museum of all Mycsa's suppliers. ARJES also has 
its story and exhibits displayed here. 
 
"Working in the office is relaxing, fun and provides balance," says Verena Mulder in conversation with our 
marketing employee Michaela. There are also plans to set up an internal gym for all Mycsa employees in the near 
future. 
 
On September 23, Mycsa invited more visitors to the open day at the biocomposting plant in San Sebastián de los 
Reyes. More than 20 machines from well-known manufacturers such as ARJES, Sennebogen, Terex Finlay, 
Kiverco, Terex Prostack, Terex Ecotec, Albach and Eschelböck were shown in impressive live demonstrations to 
showcase Mycsa's entire product range. Whether concrete with the IMPAKTOR 250 evo, green waste, waste 
wood, tires and mattresses with the VZ 850 or mixed scrap with the TITAN 950, the ARJES twin-shaft shredders 
once again demonstrated their extremely versatile range of applications in two runs in the morning and afternoon 
and attracted the attention of the enthusiastic spectators. Our stationary plants of the IMPAKTOR and TITAN 
series as well as the different types of shredding shafts also featured as exhibits at the open day.  
 
"It is no secret that MYCSA is a giant in the Spanish and Portuguese recycling market and has successfully 
marketed many ARJES machines in recent years. Therefore, I knew that our shredders would be well represented 
here," reports Ralf Tüngerthal. 
 
Besides the combined machine power on display during this sunny day, our sales representative Ralf also has 
positive memories of the excellent catering service and the giant traditional paella. "The entire event was 
thoroughly organized and well thought out. In order to always have a live feed of the machine demonstrations, a 
big movie screen was also set up for the numerous visitors. It was great pleasure to meet the Mycsa staff in 
person. Especially those with whom we are usually only in contact over phone or e-mail." 
 
ARJES would like to sincerely thank you for the invitation as well as an all-around successful event. Once again, 
Mycsa was able to consolidate its position as one of the largest and strongest distributors of recycling machines 
in the European region, allowing us to look forward to continued successful cooperation in the future. 
 
Press relase: 11.10.2022 
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MYCSA's headquarters shines in an impressive design 
even at night   

 
In the interior of the administration building, green 
accents create a pleasant atmosphere 

 
Entrance to the demo area of the biocomposting plant 
in San Sebastián de los Reyes 

 
Ready for action? Easy unloading of the IMPAKTOR 
250 evo thanks to the hook lift mount 

 
Crushing concrete with the IMPAKTOR 250 evo 

 
Enthusiastic visitors attentively follow the 
demonstrations of the machines 
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Mattresses or tyres? No problem with the 
asynchronous shredding system of the VZ 850 

 
The TITAN 950 also shows its performance under 
the bright blue sky of Spain 
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